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This note in Comments on contributions to the Vienna 

Conference in the field of elcctroclynamics relies heavily on the Rapportcurs 

reports of N. M. Kroll, W. K. I-I. Panofslq, B. Richter, and S. C!. C. Ting. 

These excellent rcvicws will appear shortly with full references, and so 

1 will prcscnt no bibliography, and I will select for the purposes of this 

note a samplin g of lvorl< which opens the ncwcr vistas in this field. This 

sclcction is not to be equated with importance or quality of the work 

relative to topics I omit. 

An extensive body of information on the photoproduction 

of pseudoscalar scalar mesons was prcsontcd from CEA, DESY, and 

SLAC. By now there are enough data on the diffcrcntial cross sections 

over a broad range of energies s = M2 + 2iNi Y 
lab and nl0mcntL~iil transfers 

both to plncc scvcrc restrictions on theoretical models as well as to 

defeat all their simplest vcl3ions. The outstanding fcaturcs of the data 

on y +p - n + 7r+ are: 1) a sharp peal; in the forward differential cross 

section for t 5 m 2 
7i with a magnitude at 0 = 0’ that closely coincides with 

-2.5t/n12 the simple Earn approximation value; 2) a t dcpendcnce of e 

out to t - 0.G GeV2 and thcreaftcr a change in slope to e -3t/Ia2 
; 3) an 

energy clcpcndcnce at fixed t that can be summarized over the range from 

scvcral to = 1G GeV by the form 

da - =z f(l) (s - XI 2 2(@&)-1) 
dt ) 

where o(t) -’ 0 out to 

dip in bctwccn. 

t = 1 GeV2 and for t > 2 GeV2, with a sligllt :lppnrent 
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The isotopic cl~:~racte~~ of the photoproduction amplitude can 

be learned from y + n - 7~~ t- p as tlcclucccl from an analysis of reactions 

on dcutcrium. The comparison of this with the 7r+ photoproduction shows 

no clear simple relation. Suffice it to say that their ratio is unity only at 

the very small values of t $ mt indicating that only one G parity is 

important in the t channel but that substantial contributions by both G 

parities arc necessary at moderate values of t where the n- cross section 

decreases to as littlc as 0.3 of the x+ cross section at t - .3 GeV2. 

F’urther information is supplied from the 7r+ photoproduction by polarizecl 

y’s procluced by coherent bremsstrnhlung from a diamond crystal at DESY 

at 3.4 GcV. The production is found to bc predominantly perpendicular to 

the production plane inclicatin g that it tal& place almost entirely by 

natural parity exchange- -i.e., 7r exchange is unimportant. 

In the face of these salient features only Reggc pole models 

that rely heavily on contributions from cuts (in particular, the two r and 

p trajectories plus two cuts of Fr~ylnn~l ancl Gordon) can survive. The 

data do not however challenge the success of the vector dominance model 

which equates the electromae;nctic current to a superposition of 0, w, and Q 

vector meson fields and thus by time reversal invariance relates photo- 

production of pions to pion production of neutral vector mesons in appropriate 

helicity states (i.e., transverse polarization). Within existing broad error 

limits vector meson dominance does fine. 

The forward r” photoproduction has also been studied extensively 

with interesting and surprising results. AIos t simply one turns to the w and 

B meson trajectories in seeking an explan:~tion of the energy depcntlcncc and 

a dip near t = 0.5 GcV2 has been attributed to a nonscnsc zero in the 
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prcsumccl clonimnnt and linear w trajcdory which crosses LY = 0 at thnt vnluc 

of t. However, the new high cncrgy ST,4C clnt~ shows that clip filling in and 

becoming less prominant and rules out such a simple model. This moclcl 

also fails the test of the polarization mcasurcmcnts at CEA which show that 

the cross section is clominatcd by natural-spin parity exchange (the o and 

not the B) in the region of t where the nonsense zero of the w is presumed 

to occur. Dctailcd theoretical analysis by IIarari br,secl on vector 

dominance- -and in particular that the photon is purely isoscalnr in the 

region of t - .5 GcV2 where the w trajectory goes through its nonscnsc 

zero - -establishes quantitntivc tliscrcpaucies between this process and 

7r-+p-U 0 

transverse + n that can bc resolved only by appealing to very 

strange w and Q trajectories, Utlli~lO\~~n particle trajectories, or once again 

cuts. 

This brief summary 11~ c highlightecl only a few of the problems 

that presently haunt the theorists as a result of a very major and beautiful 

outpouring of two body pseudoscalar (pion 2nd l<aon) photoproduction data. 

They fit into no simple theoretical pattern- -except for the successes of 

vector dominance relations- -and the bold strides towards better undcr- 

standing have still to be taken. IJowcvcr, this process is clearly still rich 

with information. Indeed the whole question of the value of simple Regge 

pole theory with linear trajcctorics remains to be clarified for amplitudes 

containing one external photon line. 

Whereas in past conference it has been the form factors 

summnrizing the dynamics for elastic electron proton scattering that have 

held center stage, this time the inelastic electron scnttcring too!; the 

spotlight. Among the more interesting results wc mention thrcz. 
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First of all an cxqcrimcnt looking for evidence that the 

electromqnetic interactions of hadrons violate time reversal invariance 

was reported from CEA and with negative results. The idea clue to Christ 

and Lee was to scatter electrons inelastically (incident momentum F and 

scatterecl momentum 2) from a polarized target of spin orientation ;f and 

look for an asymmetry of the form FXs) e z. To lowest order in 

e2= l--ie 
137 l ” 

with one photon exchange to the target- -no such correlation 

can appear unless there is T violation which allows an intcrfercnce between 

the (complesj amplitudes for transverse and longitudinal virtual photons. 

Although the absence of such a correlation dots not prove T conservation 

the presence of one, together with a comparison of esqerimcnts with electron 

and positron beams to rule out the possibility of two photon exchange, would 

prove that. T is violated. The cq~criment showed no correlation, the limit 

on the phase diffcrcucc lxtwecu the transverse and longituditd amplitudes 

being less than c 10’ for excitation of find proton rcson;?nccs from 

1238 MeV up to 1685 hIcV. Absence of polarization of the recoil cleutcron 

in elastic electron cleutcron scattering as well as a lower upper limit on the 

neutron’s electric dipole moment (” 2 * 2 X 10 -23 e cm) also further 

constrain the possibilities for T violation in the electromagnetic interactions 

of hadrons. 

Secondly, a. large amount of data no\v exists on excitation of 

the nucleon resonances at 1.24 GeV, 1.52 GeV, 1.6s GeV, and 1.92 GcV 

for various momentum transfers q2. As is the case for elastic scattering 

there are tivo invariant form factors or cross sections for each of these 

resonances corresponding to their excitation by transverse or longitudinal 
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virtual quanta. Also as is familiar from the elastic analyses, experiments 

must bc pcrformcd at different cncrgics and scattering angles at a fixed 

q2 to allow the individual contributions to be separated. Thus separation has 

been accomplishccl in detail only for the N*(123S) up to q2 = 2.34 GcV2 at 

DESY and it is found that the longitudinal cross sections are consistent 

with zero bcyoncl y2 = 0.7 GeV2. This result together with the behavior 

for lower q2 was predicted by the n~oclcls clcveiopcd by Walccka and co- 

workers. A simplified version of this approach is to multiply the 

contributibn to N of a set. of single-pion electroprocluction diagrams that 

are thought to bc important cscitation mechanisms (including a t chat&l w 

exchange whose magnitude is determined from fitting the data) by a final- 

state enhancement factor, $, which thcn’produces a resonant amplituclc. 

Since all the vcrtises in this moclcl arc inultipliecl by the same form factor, 

the predicted ITSO~~CC’ cross sections clecreasc with q2 for large cl2 in the 

same manner as the elastic scattering (z F2(q2) = ‘)- -and thus is in 

accord with obscrvntions mflcle at SLAC out to y2 
cl8 

N 6 GeV2 (ancl assuming 

neglect of lougituclinal cross sections). These remarks apply to all the 

resonances listed above. As for the ‘paper” resonance, its esistence is 

not rcvealccl by inelastic electron scattering either at DIZSY or SLAC. 

A thircl subject of considerable interest is the continuum 

excitation of the proton in very inelastic electron scattering. There are 

now some detailed if incomplete stndics of this region from SIAC and 

already some bolcl general features have begun to emerge and may be 

summarized as follows. The q2 dcpcurlcncc of the inelastic scattering is 

very much wealic~~ than in the resonflncc region. For elastic scnttcring 
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or resonnnce excitation (&r/dR: 2-- 
cos2A/2 
~- 

4E2 sin’ O/2 
drops by more than a 

factor of 20 over the range of momentum transfers 

q2 = 0.5 GeV2 to 2.0 GcV2. This drop represents the proton form factor 

behavior since the donominator in the above expression is just the Mott 

cross section for a point IIirac proton. However, in the “deep” inelastic 

continuum corresponding to large electron energy losses v (in the initial 

proton rest system) and final haclronic states of total mass hl* > liIres, viz. 

M *2 
v E - nfr2+Iq21 

2x1 

the analogous ratio changes by no more than a 

factor of M 2 over the same range of q2 for nq* = 3 GcV and M* = 2 GeV. 

Furthermore, if, following Ejorkcn, we write (E = incident 

electron cncrgy, E’ = scattered electron energy, and 0 = scattering angle 

in the lab system) 

2 da cY2 -- = 
dRdE ’ 4E2sin4 O/2 

[ w2~c~2, v)cos2 O/2 + W1(q2,v) sin2 O/2] 

and ncglcct the W 1 term as unimportant in the analysis of the SLAC 

experiments at 0 = Go WC find that the data are not inconsistent with 

vW2(q2, v) = F(q2/v) where F is a universal function in the limited range 

q2 = .7 GeV2 to 2.3 GeV2. Over the range -$ = 2 to 7 GcV-’ the value 
cl 

of F chnugcs little if at all. The possible emergence of a universal function 

F(q2/v) for q2, v - ~0 and y 2 /v = finite Leas thcorizccl by Gjorlxn using the 

local Gel1 Mann currcwt algebra for the densities at high momentum transfers 

or small clistanccs. The possible cs<cnsion 2nd verification of th:>sc prcscut 
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trends to larger q2 and V valiics will bc crucial to the survival of the 

physical notion of point like charged structures within a nucleon since 

point interaction currents or point quarks proviclc a possible basis for 

the Gcll Mann algebra of current densities used by Bjorken. 

Experimental work with colliding rings was very prominent 

and impressive and there is no doubt that this important new field of 

expcrimcntal technology has enrncd its golden spurs. Colliding clcctron 

beams each with 550 NcV checked the iIIi;ller scattering cross section 

so well in the Princeton-Stanford c?\~crimcnt that the length l/R2 

introduced via a form factor - 1 

1 - q2/R2 
at each clcctron vertex must be 

dccrcnscd to 

1 

R2 
= (-5 f 5) X lo-l5 cm . 

The colliding c-c’ beams at OrsaJ T gave very impressive data on the 

leptonic decays as well as total decay rates for the p”, w, and #J vector 

mcsons- -and joined together with p” data from the Novosobirsh rings and 

with production data from CEltN, DESY, and Dubna go far to fix the coupling 

constants and mixing pnrametcrs of the vector mesons with photons. 

A detailed analysis of the quantitative fate of the vcctur dominance model 

must await a future note in Comments but listccl below arc several important 

paramctcrk as averaged from world data in Ting’s report: 

+- p---e e 
+- 

0-e e 
+- 

$-e e 

.74 f .lG 12.0 zt 1.3 

1.49 Lk .35 4.2 z+c 0.9 
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Finally two new results wcrc reported from cxpcrimcnts in 

search of a diffcrcncc bctwccn muons and clcctrons other than their rest 

masses. The latest from the muon storngc ring at CEItN on the g-2 

mcasurcmcnt was announced as 

which exccccls the quoted thcorctical value by (54 rt 31) 10-8 . This 

diffcrencc is smaller than previously quoted values and is now less clear 

evidence of a discrepancy with pure clcctroclynnmics. The experimental 

error- still csccccls the cstimatcd haclronic contribution due to vector 

mes.ons ai well as the weak interaction contribution which is first orclcr 

weak if intermec1iat.c vector bosons exist. The muon-proton elastic 

scattering on hyclrogcn clone at Brookhaven has not demonstrated an1 

differences from electron scattering up t’o q2 = 0.9 GcV2 within errors 

though its overall normalization error of 8% remains uneq>laincd. 


